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Figure 1: Rendered image of an urban scene with pedestrian.

ABSTRACT
This contribution discusses the use of variational data synthesis
as a tool to analyze and understand limitations of performance
of DNNs (deep neural networks) in perception tasks. To date, no
universally accepted methodologies for validating ML (Machine
Learning) -based perception exist. Instead of aiming for the random-
ized acquisition of huge amounts of validation data, either from
real world capture or from simulation, we propose a guided con-
cept to analyze perception performance using systematic parameter
variations.

The concept is based on parameterized, generative content used
for data synthesis in our validation engine. The latter is composed
of the actual data synthesis module, automated execution and eval-
uation of the perception function under test and a control module,
which allows specification of parameter variation towards a vali-
dation goal. Further we investigate the use of physical parameters,
like object occlusion rates and pixel area for the identification of
critical cases for perception. We present experiments for semantic
segmentation of pedestrians in an urban environment using two
different DNN algorithms.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Perceptional functions have been a core research topic of computer
vision and artificial intelligence over the decades. Recently, great
progress has been made in applying machine learning techniques
to deep neural networks to solve perceptional problems. Automated
vehicles (AV) are a recent focus as an important application of per-
ception from cameras and other sensors, such as LIDAR and Radar.
Although the current main effort is on developing the hardware and
software to implement the functionality of AVs, it will be equally
important to demonstrate that this technology is safe.

To date, no universally accepted methodologies for implement-
ing and validating safety exist. While traditional functional safety
standards such as ISO26262 focus on technical safety (i.e. faults
do not cause a malfunction that threatens safety), it is clear that
the overall behavior of a vehicle needs to be validated for safety
beyond just absence of faults. This extended concept is also known
as ’safety of intended functionality’. Validation of this will play

https://doi.org/10.1145/3385958.3430479
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an essential building block in the productization and successful
marketization of AV technology.

A typical validation strategy is to test the AV system under real
conditions; assumptions vary, but estimate that an AV needs to be
tested with millions of km (240 Mio km [??]) and some models even
estimate up to 109𝑘𝑚 [?]. Since the system needs to be validated
with every major software and hardware release, validation needs
to be implemented in the data center with simulated and captured
sensor data. The automotive industry is currently investigating
these approaches, but a major bottleneck yet to be solved is to scale
up validation concepts into data center and cloud and to come up
with more efficient validation methods than just plain ’trying’ of
scenario catalogs.

Perception has been recognized as one of the hardest problems
to solve in any automated system. This paper suggests a computa-
tional approach for the validation of perception functions based on
synthetic data generation.

This paper describes our underlying parameterized generative
approach of the possible scenario space (we call this validation pa-
rameter space) and its use in our validation engine. We then present
several experiments to quantitatively demonstrate the importance
of factors like occlusion rate and object size on the performance of
DNNs in the important task of pedestrian segmentation in urban
settings.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: The next
section will give an outline of related work in the field. In section
?? we give an overview of our approach. Section ?? describes our
parameterization and introduces the concept of validation parame-
ter space. In section ?? we give an outline of our validation engine,
including a realistic sensor simulation and effective computation
of the required variations. The paper finishes with a description
of experiments and concluding remarks. The experiments show
examples of parameter variation and how these influence the per-
formance of the DNNs under test.

2 RELATEDWORK
Techniques to capture and render models of the real world have
been matured significantly over the last decades [?] . We are now
able to synthesize virtual scenes in a visual quality that is hard to
distinguish from real photographs for human observers. On the
other hand, we have emerging complex technical and particular au-
tonomous systems sensing the real world and aiming at resembling
some perceptional tasks formerly only feasible by humans. Because
of the complexity of reality and the related increasing complexity
of the technical tasks, validation, that makes sure these systems
work as intended and are safe are increasingly important. Because
of the progress in visual and multi-sensor synthesis, now building
systems for validation of these complex systems in the data center
becomes not only feasible but also offers more possibilities for the
integration of intelligent techniques in the engineering process of
complex applications. One prominent example in this context is
the validation of automated driving.

The use of synthesized data for development and validation is
an accepted technique and has been also suggested for computer
vision applications (e.g. [?]). One advantage of synthetic data is

that metadata and in the particular ground truth, data can be gen-
erated alongside the simulated sensor data; enabling a completely
automated evaluation. Further, parameters and experiments can be
varied to any extend, allowing systematic validation concepts: We
make use of this option in our computational validation approach.
Finally, in safety-critical applications, like AD, rare and potentially
dangerous situations can be simulated without threatening (real)
humans. An additional non-technical benefit is, that synthetic data
does not raise concerns over the privacy of individuals from the
public, as it is the case for captured real data sets.

The virtual simulation systems are designed to test a complete
AD system, e.g. there are interfaces to control the ego-motion of
a virtual vehicle. The current approach in validation is either to
simulate a large number of test miles (or km) in the virtual world
provided with the simulator; several commercial options exist 1.
Another virtual simulator system, which gained popularity in the
research community is CARLA [?].

One problem is that the test data or tested routes should include
all possible conditions that lead to problems. The space of condi-
tions or parameters which need to be considered for testing is vast.
One concept to concentrate or compress this space is to formulate
and test catalogs of scenarios [?]. This is currently assembled by
experts, like in the Pegasus project [?]. Neither a randomized nor
a catalog approach makes currently use of automated methods or
more sophisticated mathematical models to meaningful sample and
search this space.

The approach presented in this paper to synthesize validation
data that is designed to systematically test conditions and param-
eters that are relevant for validation of the perceptional function
under consideration in a structured way.

3 OVERVIEW
Validation using data synthesis is generally based on a fixed catalog
of test data: the test content is passed to the sensor and environment
simulation. That is typically a rendering process and can be achieved
with computer graphic methods in the case of visual sensors and
extended methods for other sensors. This step is called sensor and
environment simulation.

The test content is providing detailed information for this pro-
cess. That includes a description of the scene, with all static and
dynamic objects, their material properties and the light sources or
other relevant active sources of energy for the sensors, also included
in the description. The rendering process is then simulating the
sensor impressions from these parameters. Further, ground truth
data is provided through the rendering process. This can be for
example pixel-accurate label information that gives the information
about what class of object is attached to that pixel. This is useful
for training and evaluation of semantic segmentation (see section
??).

Fig. ?? shows our approach of computational validation. First, the
content is not directly passed to the sensor and environment mod-
ule, as it is not ’linear content’, but contains a generic description
of the scenario with parameters that can be varied. The concept of
this generic description is described in the next section. The generic

1For example Carmaker from IPG or PreScan from TASS International, now a Siemens
company.
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Figure 2: Our computational validation approach.

content is used to generate a variation of the scene under the con-
trol of our validation engine (’VALERIE’). The specific instantiated
variant is then injected into the sensor and environment simulation,
followed by perception and evaluation function.

The results of the evaluation will be typically used to inform the
next iteration of variations by a V&V (Verification and Validation)
engineer in a guided approach. A brief outline of the approach will
be discussed in section ??.

4 GENERATIVE CONTENT AND VALIDATION
PARAMETER SPACE

A central aspect of our validation approach is to parametrize vari-
ations of scene, sensor and activity states in an unified validation
parameter space (VPS). In computer graphic a scene is considered
as a collection of objects 𝑂𝑖 and these are usually organized in
scene graphs (see e.g. [?]) and this model is also basis for file format
specifications to exchange 3D models and scenes, e.g. VRML2 or
glTF3.

Each object in this graph can have a position and orientation
and scale in a (world) coordinate system. These are usually com-
bined into a transformation matrix 𝑇 . Several parameterizations
for position and orientations are possible, for the position usually a
Cartesian 3-vector, orientation includes notations like Euler-angles
or quaternions.

Objects 𝑂𝑖 are described as geometry, e.g. as a triangular mesh
and appearance (material).

Sensors, like a camera, can also be represented in a scene graph
and so can be light sources. Both also have a position and orientation
and the same transformation matrices like for objects can be applied
(except scaling).

Objects in a scene graph can be manipulated by considering their
properties or attributes as a list of variable parameters. Table ??
gives a qualitative overview of those parameters. Most attributes
are of geometrical nature, but also materials or properties of light
sources can be varied.

2ISO/IEC 14772-1:1997 and ISO/IEC 14772-2:2004 https://www.web3d.org
3www.khronos.org/gltf

In addition to static properties, a scene graph can include object
properties that vary over time. Table ?? includes already some of
them, like the trajectories of objects and sensors, indicated as 𝑇 (𝑡).
Computer graphic systems handle these temporal variations as
animations and in principle, any attribute can be varied over time
by these systems.

We introduce an important restriction in the current implemen-
tation of our validation and simulation engine: Our animations are
fixed, i.e. they do not change during run-time of the simulation.
This could be different for example when a completely autonomous
system is simulated, as the actions of the system might change the
way other scene agents react. We will include these aspects in the
discussion and outlook and how it could be mitigated.

For the use in our validation engine, as described in the next
section, we augment a description of the scene in a scene graph (the
asset) as outlined above, with an explicit description of parameters
that are variable in a validation run. Currently, our engine considers
a list of numerical parameters with the following attributes:

parameter_name, scene_graph_ref, type, minimum, maximum

A concrete example to describe variations of the position of a
person in a 2-D plane in pseudo markup notation is:

{ { p1, scene.person-1.pos.x, FLOAT, 0.0, 20.0} ,

{ p2, scene.person-1.pos.y, FLOAT, 0.0, 10.0} }

with 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 being unique parameter identifiers, 𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒.𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛−
1.𝑝𝑜𝑠.𝑥+𝑠𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑒.𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛−1.𝑝𝑜𝑠.𝑦 refer to the variable attributes in the
scene graph. 𝐹𝐿𝑂𝐴𝑇 denotes the parameter type to be a floating-
point number. The last two arguments specify the parameter range
[0.0..20.0].

4.0.1 Specification of variable validation parameter. The variant
generator in approach depends on the provision of a generative
scene model. This consists of a 3D scene model (also called a 3D
asset), consisting of the static and dynamic objects. On top of this,
we define variable parameters in this scene as an explicit list, as
explained in section ??.
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Table 1: Overview of parameters to vary in a scene.

Object class Variable parameters
Static objects, e.g.
Houses

Limited (position + orientation + size)

Streets, roads Geometry (e.g. position, Size of lanes, etc.), friction (as function of
weather conditions)

Vehicles 𝑇𝑣 =(Position, orientation), trajectory 𝑇𝑣 (𝑡)
Humans (pedestrian) 𝑇𝑝 = (𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛), trajectory 𝑇𝑝 (𝑡)
Environment Light, weather conditions
Sensors 𝑇𝑠 =(Position, orientation), trajectory 𝑇𝑠 (𝑡), sensor attributes

For the specification of a validation run all or a subset of these
parameters are selected and a range and sampling distribution
for that specific parameter is added. For example, to vary the x-
position of a person in the scene along a line with the homogeneous
distribution and a step-size of 1m we define:

{ { p1, HOMOGENEOUS, 1.5, 5.5, 1.0 },

{ p2, HOMOGENEOUS, 4.0, 5.0, 1.0 } }

The parameters refer to the following: 𝑝1 and 𝑝2 refer to param-
eter declarations of x and y position of 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑜𝑛− 1 in the example of
section ??. 𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂𝐺𝐸𝑁𝐸𝑂𝑈𝑆 refers to a homogeneous sampling
distribution. Other modes include𝐺𝐴𝑈𝑆𝑆𝐼𝐴𝑁 . The parameters 1.5,
5.5, 1.0 define to the parameter range [1.5..5.5] and the initial step
size of 1.0 in m. 4.0, 5.0, 1.0 refer to the parameter range [4.0..5.0]
and the initial step size of 1.0 in m.

5 VALERIE: A PARAMETERIZED
VALIDATION ENGINE

This section describes some details of our computational validation
engine ‘VALERIE’. As shown in fig. ?? VALERIE is controlling the
computational validation execution. That includes the generation of
variants from the generative content and the efficient computation
of synthetic data from this, as described in the next section. This is
then followed by a description of the computation and evaluation
of the perceptional function on this data. Finally, this chapter gives
a brief description of the flow control implemented in VALERIE.

5.1 Computation of synthetic data
Synthetic data is generated with graphics methods. Specifically,
for color (RGB) images, there are software systems available, both
commercially and as open source. For our experiments in this paper,
we are using Blender4, as this tool allows import, editing, and
rendering of 3D content, including scripting.

The generation of synthetic data involves the following steps:
First, a 3D scene model (called asset here) with a city model and
pedestrians is prepared, with naming conventions and is stored
in one or more files. Scene graph representations allow an object-
oriented decomposition of the scene. The top or root node contains
a list of objects, which can be further divided into components. The
nodes of the graph can be assigned with a name string.

4www.blender.org

Any object in the scene graph can be addressed by the following
naming convention:

rootobject_name.{subcomponent_name}.attribute

For the example used in the section ?? scene.person-1.pos.x refers
to a path from the root object scene to the object person-1 and
addresses the attribute pos.x of person-1. The object names are com-
posed of: ObjectClass-ObjectInstanceID. These conventions are used
to assign a class or instance labels during ground-truth generation.

The labels for object classes will be mapped to a convention
used in annotation formats (like Cityscape [?]) for training and
evaluation of the perception function. The 2D image of a scene is
computed along with the ground truth extracted from the modeling
software tool’s compositor.

Figure 3: A) Urban scene with instance of pedestrian at dif-
ferent distances (left). B) Semantic segmentation with de-
tected pedestrian (on the left).

Fig. ?? shows an example scene of a street used in our experi-
ments. The instance of a person is inserted in different positions,
which is described by the attribute pos.x. This parameter relative to
the camera position determines the ‘distance’ of the person.

Using a second parameter pos.y, as included in the example in
section ?? would allow the positioning of the person in a plane,
spanned by x+y axis of the coordinate system defined by the scene
graph.

5.2 Computation and evaluation of
perceptional functions

State of the art perception functions consists of a multitude of dif-
ferent approaches considering the wide range of different tasks. For
experiments presented in this paper, we are considering the task of
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semantic segmentation. In this task, the perception function seg-
ments an input image into different objects by assigning a semantic
label to each of the input image pixels. One of the main advantages
of semantic segmentation is the visual representation of the task
which can be easily understood and analysed for flaws by a human.

Recent algorithms for semantic segmentation are based on convo-
lutional neural networks (CNNs) that leverage networks as ResNet101
[?] for basic feature extraction and feature map creation as input
step. These feature extractor backbones are available pre-trained
on image classification tasks with datasets like ImageNet5 and thus
it is not needed to further train these networks. From the extracted
basic features the algorithms create more task-specific features and
assign a label to each pixel in the output step through softmax
classification. For the models in our work we considered ResNet101
as backbone for feature extraction.

We consider two different algorithms for semantic segmentation
in our work. First, DeeplabV3+ originated from [?] and second De-
tectron2 by [?]. Both of these algorithms implement the approach
of a Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [?] to create high level fea-
ture map at different scales. The main difference between these
algorithms is the application of atrous-spatial convolution in the
DeeplabV3+ model and the higher number of concatenations of
sub-sampled feature maps to the output feature map that is used
for label prediction in Detectron2. Both, as is the inherent task of
semantic segmentation, inference on an input image and segment
all object classes [?] into semantic labels.

Our algorithms are trained on the Cityscapes dataset [?], a col-
lection of European urban street scenes in the daytime with good
to medium weather conditions, collected via a car mounted real
photo camera and hand labelled semantic ground truth. The dataset
consists of semantic labels for 19 different classes but we are consid-
ering only the pedestrian class for evaluation.. The dataset consists
of semantic labels for 19 different classes but we are considering
only the pedestrian class for evaluation.

To measure the performance of the task at hand we investigated
the widely used metrics, mean Intersection over Union (mIoU), fre-
quency weighted intersection over union (fwIoU), mean accuracy
(mAcc) and pixel accuracy (pACC) from the COCO semantic seg-
mentation benchmark task [?]. All of these performance metrics
allow to judge if an algorithm can detect, segment and add a se-
mantic label to the input images for each class it has been trained
on. Because we only consider the pedestrian class and ignore the
remaining 18 classes this means that mAcc and pACC result into the
same value. Similarly, mIoU and fwIoU are the same in this special
case. With only one class and one pedestrian per image to evaluate
we see no real advantage of mIoU over pACC and their positive
correlation to one another if a pedestrian is labelled correctly. This
lead to the decision to use only pACC as our evaluation metric.

The pACC is here defined as the the number of correctly clas-
sified pedestrian class pixels over the sum of all pixels labelled as
pedestrian in the ground truth.

With our trained models for DeeplabV3+, we are getting the fol-
lowing results for the pACC on the test datasets. For the cityscapes
dataset the pACC is 95.11 and for the Detectron2 model trained on
cityscapes the reached pACC is 95.80.

5www.image-net.org

5.3 Validation flow
Validation is typically used to testify that a system is running with
the required performance over a specified boundary of operation
in a top-down approach. Machine learning is coming from the
opposite: It adjusts a system according to the provided data and
extracts its behavior from this data in a bottom-up approach. In
terms of engineering this is not quite compatible with established
software engineering approaches regarding the quality assurance.

With our approach we aim to provide a tool for an iterative
guided process. We suggest identifying and specifying parameters
to be varied and analyzed to identify specific insufficiencies. The
list of parameters can be increased or a completely new scene or set
of parameters can be chosen. This process is iteratively continued
until the DNN performance is within the specification or - if not -
one next step could be to devise acquisition of new data to overcome
the detected weaknesses by re-training.

Another validation approach could be the automated determi-
nation of sensitive parameters or (ultimately) an intelligent search
through high-dimensional validation parameter spaces. Our vali-
dation engine is designed to be automated in this sense in future
work.

6 RESULTS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our evaluation approach, we
conducted a number of parameter variation experiments and eval-
uated the results.

6.1 Generated data base
An urban 3D scene spread across 34.5𝑘𝑚2 is used as the base sce-
nario for the experiments described in the following, as depicted in
Fig. ??. Image frames are rendered in HD-resolution (1920 x 1080).
Every frame contains exactly one pedestrian with a feature set
unique to its variation. We use two types of pedestrians: one person
with a black outfit and other with a yellow shirt. We generated
frames from 3 fixed camera viewing angles. For each viewing angle,
the samples are generated from the same parameter list consist-
ing of the detailed parameterization with different step sizes and
boundary conditions for the individual features. Specifically, we
vary:

• Position: In a street spanning over a length of 100m, the
pedestrian is positioned in the y-direction (along the street)
between 5 to 35m and between -2 to 7m in the x-direction
(across the street) with step sizes 2 m and 1 m respectively.
The pedestrian appears on each side of the pavements and
also on the street.

• Orientation of the pedestrian: The pedestrian asset is ro-
tated 3600 with a step size of 450

• sun position (time of the day): We use Blender’s paramet-
ric sky model to alter the sun position.

Images are rendered with Blender’s ’cycles’ renderer with a ray-
tracing and a ray sample rate of 1024 to trace the light sources.
The samples have a gamma correction of 1.5 (images are slightly
dark with no gamma correction due to the Blender’s filmic view
transform used in color space conversion) and exposure of 0.5. The
image is stored in png format for both rendered and ground truth
images. The rendering time for each image frame is about 6 mins
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and about 1-2 seconds for ground truth on a Dual Xeon server. We
execute several rendering tasks in parallel on multiple machines.

As evaluation perception function, we are using the two net-
works trained on the Cityscapes dataset, one based on DeeplabV3+
(called ’Deeplab’ in the following) and the other one based on De-
tectron2 (called ’Detectron’ below), as described in section ??. Each
rendered frame is inferred by this model and performance is evalu-
ated using pACC. Only the pedestrian class is considered for the
metric calculation to focus on pedestrian detection task.

For each pedestrian and each camera view angle about 4950
frames are rendered. The number of frames for all the three different
camera view angles is about 14850 and about 29700 frames total for
the two pedestrians.

As the pedestrians are moving through the scene they are visible
in all accessible places, but can be occluded by the occluding parts
(trees, lamp posts, etc.). Because of the changing sun angle also a
good variation of the illumnation (in shadow or not) is achieved in
the data base.

6.2 Evaluation of experiments
The pACC values on our generated dataset in the evaluation are
in the order of about 80-90% on average. That is lower than the
average evaluation with Cityscape data (close to 100%).

The total mean detection rates for the two networks per pedes-
trian model are listed in table ??. This table indicates already the
huge variations in the perception performance, specifically the span
between 0% and 100% minimum to maximum. The lower boundary
is expected, as there are always cases where an object is increasingly
occluded until the detection fails. Totally, 14.4% of the entire data
is > 5% occluded. The dark dressed pedestrian has 16.18% of sam-
ples, which are > 5% occluded in the database. Similarly, a brightly
dressed pedestrian has 12.6% of samples, which are > 5% occluded.

The database contains huge variations, hence we investigate few
important factors and their dependencies in detail like pixel area,
occlusion rate and distance of pedestrian from the camera.

The following plots consists of scattered and regression plots.
The regression curve is plotted by

fitting a polynomial function of a higher orders. The red regres-
sion curve is computed using the data points comprising of dark and
bright clothed pedestrians combined. The black and blue regression
curves are calculated using isolated data points of dark and bright
pedestrian, respectively. These regression plots explain the overall
trend of a parameter and its dependency over the accuracy factor.
All the parameter variations are validated twice with deeplab and
detectron model individually.

6.2.1 Impact of the pixel area on pedestrian’s detection rate. The fig.
?? is a plot depicting the impact of pixel area on pACC. The sample
data points are densely populated in the region above 60% pACC.
With the same variation of scene parameters both the perception
models perform differently. The deeplab model detects pedestrians
fitted with dark clothes with high probability compared to bright
pedestrians. On contrary, the detectron model behaves in a differ-
ent way. With this model, the pedestrian dawned in bright color
clothes have higher detection rates compared to darker clothes.
The regression curves give us an initial peak in the dependency
factor of cloth shades the pedestrians wear. With the generated

dataset, we can device few hypothesis. The deeplab model is stable
for all both variations of cloths for pedestrians with pixel area less
than 0.48% and detectron is stable until pixel area 0.35%. It behaves
differently after these thresholds. The deeplab model performance
is better for pedestrians fitted with dark clothes and detectron is
better with bright clothed pedestrians. These hypothesis needs
extensive testing with humongous datasets.

The plot in fig. ?? depicts the performance of pixel area when
categorized by the appending parameter occlusion rates of the
corresponding pedestrians. Approximately 28% of the samples have
0% occlusion rate, and 85% of the samples have < 85% occlusion
rate. The occlusion rate (in %) ranges from 0 - 73.67 % in the entire
dataset of 29697 samples. Visualization becomes harder when data
is categorized. Hence, data bins of size five are used on pixel area
and occlusion rates respectively to approximate the plots. The plots
show that pedestrians are occluded at different pixel area levels and
the models behave incoherently. For example, the pedestrian when
occluded around 75% has less chance of getting detected under
detectron and better in deeplab model. The pixel area dependency
on accuracy in deeplab model is linear for pedestrians who are
occluded around 55% and it is not entirly linear in detectron model.

6.2.2 Impact of occlusion rate on pedestrian’s detection rates. The
plots in fig. ?? shows a downwards trend with increasing occlusion
rates. Detectron model is comparatively more robust than deeplab.
The plot explains that detectron offers stable detection with oc-
clusion rates < 35% and then the performance drops. Deeplabs
performance drops after 15% occlusion rate.

6.2.3 Impact of distance on pedestrian’s detection rates. The dis-
tance considered in the fig. ?? is the Euclidean distance between
the camera and pedestrian. The maximum and minimum distance
of the pedestrian is 17 - 38.2 m, respectively. The deeplab regres-
sion curves depict the performance drop as the distance increases.
Whereas, the detectron model’s performance is stable until 35m,
and then there is a sudden rise near the maximum distance.

6.3 Additional samples showcasing variations
Filtering the data sample points based on sun time did not exten-
sively help to study sun parameters since the varying sun time
would cast shadows of city buildings and pedestrians. We would
need to measure the light energy at a particular point to study the
impact on the detection rates. Due to implementation issues, we
tried analyzing the cloth color’s reflection dependency over dark
and bright clothed pedestrians. We considered a black outfit for
dark cloth type and yellow outfit for bright clothed pedestrian type.
Every pedestrian is rendered with 2 different materials - shiny and
non shiny surfaces as it can be seen in ?? and ??. It is achieved by
factoring the metallic and specular tint properties of a surface ma-
terial (Principled BSDF function) in blender. Though, the difference
in images rendered is not obvious at first glance, these parametric
changes have an interesting impact on the detection rates as ex-
plained in further reading. This can be categorized as adversarial
attack on the image but in a controlled, precise and parametric
environment.

• Dark clothed pedestrian :
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Table 2: Deeplab and Detectrons results on both the pedestrians

Models Dark cloth pedestrian Bright cloth pedestrian
Deeplab (pACC%) 89.27 (min: 0.071; max: 100) 78.82 (min: 0.065; max: 100)
Detectron (pACC%) 87.31 (min: 0.01; max: 100) 92.04 (min: 0.024; max: 100)

Figure 4: Performance of Deeplab (top) and dectectron (bot-
tom) over pixel area.

From various plots shown above, a few of the outlier samples
are shown below in the ?? and ??. This table helps understand
the massive variation of DNN performance with little or
no noticeable tweaks; it causes the network to fluctuate its
output. The pedestrians in these images are 10% occluded.
All images have the same parameter variation except the
sun time difference and material of the pedestrian. We could
see the contrast variation of pACC, as shown in ??. Sample
2 shows a tremendous drop from 97.85% to 56.97%.

• Bright clothed pedestrian :
The images shown in ??, and the corresponding ?? with
inference values explain the stability factor of detectron’s
output. They show fewer variations, especially if the pictures

Figure 5: Pixel area based on metadata - occlusion rates,
Deeplab (top) and dectectron (bottom).

contain bright clothed pedestrians. Detectron as opposed to
deeplab is invariant towards the shiny and non-shiny surface
of the pedestrian’s cloth material.

The above examples are considered to explain the arbitrary features
and parameters influencing the neural networks with no clear dis-
tinctionacknow. Its is hard to see patterns with our rendered images
and strong inferences can only be confirmed by iterating over all
major color variations. This investigation requires a huge dataset
to study these parameters and its dependency over the stability of
the network to categorize it as a safe algorithm at critical situations.
It is merely to motivate the reader that these parameters do play a
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Figure 6: distance evaluation based on pedestrian detection
rate, Deeplab (top) and dectectron (bottom).

important role on the detection rates. These parameters are need to
be studied in detailed fashion to gain confidence in neural network
based systems.

6.4 Discussion
All these parameters (pixel area, occlusion rate and distance) con-
sidered for the evaluation show case a non linear impact on the
detection rate. The models behave quite contrast to each other.

The detection rate in detectron model (fig.??) show a downward
trend as the pixel area increases, which is not the case when the hu-
mans tries to detect the pedestrian. The pedestrian fitted with dark
cloths are detected with higher rate by deeplab model. Similarly,
pedestrian fitted with bright cloths are detected with higher rate
by detectron model. The occlusion plots in fig. ?? follows a clear
downward trend as the occlusion rate increases, which is intuitive
and as expected. We also see a major dependency on the texture of
the material dawned by pedestrians. These factors might be depen-
dent to other internal parameters like surface material, irradiance,
and shadows. Hence we see these non linear and contrasting be-
havior between the models. DNNs are powerful in generalizing the

Table 3: Variation of dark clothed pedestrian: shiny and non-
shiny materials

sample 1 sample 2

Shiny surface material

Non shiny surface material

Table 4: Variation of detection rate over changes in parame-
ters: Deeplab and Detectrons results on dark clothed pedes-
trians for images shown in ??

Models sample 1 sample 2

Shiny surface material

Deeplab (pACC%) 78.82 67.27

Detectron (pACC%) 98.36 97.85

Non shiny surface material

Deeplab (pACC%) 77.15 65.2

Detectron (pACC%) 95.68 56.97

Table 5: Variation of bright clothed pedestrian: shiny and
non-shiny materials

sample1 sample2
Shiny surface material

non-shiny surface material
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Figure 7: Pixel area based on metadata - occlusion rates,
Deeplab (top) and dectectron (bottom).

Table 6: Variation of detection rate over changes in parame-
ters: Deeplab and Detectrons results on dark clothed pedes-
trians for images shown in ??

Models sample 1 sample 2

Shiny surface material

Deeplab (pACC%) 76.2 70.3

Detectron (pACC%) 98.52 98.54

Non shiny surface material

Deeplab (pACC%) 75.72 70.69

Detectron (pACC%) 97.64 98.51

objects in a scene. It can also be invariable to the position of the
object. From our experiments we see that they are quite sensitive
to the parameters (occlusion, pixel area, surface material, irradi-
ance, and shadows) that are not generally taken into consideration.
With these plots, we can conclude that the trained models are not

stable and not invariant to scene parameters. The analysis of the
cause of these effect would require a deeper investigation and more
parameter variation runs.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have presented a new validation approach using computational
validation based on synthetic generative data. The approach allows
a flexible description of parameters to be varied and to systemati-
cally test parameters in our unified validation parameter space. We
consider our system as a valuable tool for the analysis of insuffi-
ciencies in perception functions.

Although the synthetic content presented in this paper is cur-
rently not photorealistic, the evaluation based on pACC is covering
a good range and seemed to have good distinguishing power for
analysis of the chosen network algorithms (Deeplab+Detectron).
The fact that the pACC values are on average slightly lower than on
real test data (Cityscape) indicate a domain-gap between the real
and synthetic data. We plan to investigate if this is due to rendering
fidelity or to other effects (like scene complexity and variation). We
get a more detailed analysis on the DNNs by closing in the domain
gap of real and virtual images.

The evaluated experiments show the potential to identify insuf-
ficiencies and to relate it to scene or other properties.

Moving forward we are implementing more sophisticated analy-
sis methods based on more complex meta-data relations. Further,
we will improve the computational efficiency of our validation en-
gine. The latter aspect also includes concepts to enable incremental
rendering and separation of computational stages, like computation
of sensor errors independent from the rendering, and similar.

Both planned extensions will enhance the tool for validation,
which allows to explore a high number of parameters and, therefore,
provide wider coverage and higher degree of automation for the
validation of DNNs for perception functions.
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